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Stocks are getting hit by the prospects of a neutral / hawkish Federal Reserve in
the US along with a possible non-Trump Administration’s fiscal and regulatory
policies and/or general uncertainty around the outcome of the upcoming election.
The charts say there should be some more downside ahead for both the S&P
(possible 3,091 near-term target for S&P futures from 3,316 at the close on
Friday) and NASDAQ (possible 10,400 – 500 for NQ futures from 10,925 at the
close on Friday). However, we must be on the lookout for the legendary Plunge
Protection Team to step in and stop the bleeding at any point – especially with
Trump trying to win an election. We are – after the losses that have already
occurred – less bearish than before they started. However, we remain
cautious.
In addition to 3,091, we are eyeing 2,975 as a possible downside target on the
S&P futures. With those two and with 3,500 – 3,800 as the next set of upside
targets – we are stuck between support and resistance – almost literally in
the middle. So, we will keep the indicator at “yellow” here.

We are maintaining the opinion that the current decline is a normal, healthy
pullback in an overall secular bull market and that dips are to be bought. We still
currently see the meaningful longer-term supports coming in at 2,973 for
the futures, 2,980 for the S&P cash and $300-320 for SPY. Once a pullback
to support occurs, we will be looking for at least a test of the all-time highs and
likely a nice new high.
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

"You have to be aggressive and defensive at the same time. If you’re not
aggressive, you’re not going to make money. If you’re not defensive, you’re not
going to keep money.” – Ray Dalio, $17 billion net worth

Coronavirus or not, momentum stocks are still in charge. The iShares MSCI USA Momentum Factor Index
ETF (MTUM) has jumped +14.73% year-to-date (YTD) compared to a gain of just +4.07% for the Schwab
Total U.S. Stock Market ETF (SCHB). MTUM’s performance has been lifted by top holdings like Apple,
Amazon.com, Microsoft along with 120 other growth oriented stocks with bullish upside inertia.
Yes, stocks have experienced a modest pullback. Yet, the public’s psychology toward stocks is hardly fearful.
The CNN Fear & Greed Index, which has spent that last week and month in greedy territory, has now shifted to
a neutral reading. And it seems like the strong gains in stock prices over the past few months will stick at least
through the end of the third quarter.
Key short term factors that will likely move stocks: 1) Will there be a second economic relief bill and when will it
pass? 2) How will financial markets respond as we near the upcoming U.S. Presidential election?
Seven out of 11 S&P 500 groups are ahead for 2020. Leading the pack is the so-called “FAANG” group and
ETFs closely tied to it like technology (XLK) and consumer discretionary (XLY), which have both climbed
+22.89% and +15.55% respectively year-to-date (YTD). The worst performing S&P industry sectors are
financials (XLF), which are down -18.62% and energy (XLE) -42.03%.
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IPOs are Hot (Again)
Initial public offerings (IPO) which were DOA just a few months ago have been resurrected back to life. Now,
there’s a feeding frenzy by Wall Street to convert companies into publicly listed stocks.
Already, 111 companies have raised $37.8 billion, according to Renaissance Capital. But wait, there’s more!
Because you need to add to that figure another $40 billion raised by the 101 special purpose acquisition
companies (SPAC) that have launched this year. And with another quarter to go, 2020 will turn out to be the
best year for new IPOs – in terms of new capital raised – since 2014.
The Renaisasance IPO ETF (IPO) has surged over +60% YTD, outperforming both the S&P 500 and Nasdaq100. (See chart below.)
Despite the sizzling performance of traditional IPOs and related ETFs, we see an even brigher future in direct
listings (see Spotify) and SPACs (see DraftKings, Virgin Galactic and Nikola.) Why? Keep in mind, many IPOs,
like the overhyped Snowflake (SNOW) lPO, grossly enrich bankers and pre-IPO insiders. Stocks are launched
at sky high inflated prices, leaving mere crumbs for the average investor. On the other hand, direct listings and
SPACs provide the average investor with a better ground floor opportunity to get into promising companies at
decent prices.
The chief obstacle in the SPAC marketplace is sorting through the garbage heap to find the gems. If you look
hard enough, they’re there. But the SPAC marketplace is becoming littered with companies that aren’t
investment worthy.
While there are no SPAC focused ETFs, that will soon change. A proposed ETF called the Defiance NextGen
SPAC IPO ETF (SPAK) plans to track the U.S. SPAC marketplace, according to a new SEC filing. The fund
will hold 80% of its exposure to IPO offerings derived from SPACs with the remaining 20% allocated to IPO
companies. The underlying benchmark, the Indxx SPAC & NextGen IPO Index, is rebalanced annually and
U.S. companies must have a minimum market size of $250 million for inclusion. SPAK’s expense ratio has yet
to be released.
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Our October ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current October income trade is executed in September.)
Recap from last month: For September, our covered call options on both GLD and SPY expired out-of-themoney and worthless. We pocketed $670 for sitting on shares in both ETFs that we still own and now we’re
executing the below covered call income trades for the month of October.

For our October 2020 Income Trade we’re
executing the following moves:
GLD (Own 100 shares @ $182.05)
Sell GLD OCT 2020 $190 calls near $130
per contract. (Calls expire on 10/16/20)
SPY (Own 400 shares @ $339.45)
Sell SPY OCT 2020 $350 calls near $120
per contract. (Calls expire on 10/16/20)

Income Mix Portfolio
($153,800 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

12%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $610 in monthly income from
our October trades.

88% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income Mix
Portfolio has generated $66 686 or $660.25
per month over the past 100 months.
*NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our October income trade, subscribers can execute covered call
options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment
The snapshot of the markets provided by the charts below shows us that gold, stocks and U.S. Treasuries
have been leaders. Meanwhile, we see complacency sounding some alarms and the VIX, which measures
stock market volatility and fear, is trending lower.
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Look for the Tells
“Get your money in when you have the best of it. Protect it when you don't.” - “Mike McDermott”, in the movie
Rounders

More and more nowadays, the technical game has become more math-based. That simply means that
because of the dominance of computers / algorithms these days, technicians must put more weight into
indicators or tools that can easily be written into a computer code or quantitative formula.
We fully believe that to be the case. However, there are some instances where old-school “eyeball” technical
tools can also be helpful (and some can even be written into code, etc.). Today, what we wanted to do is point
out
a
couple
of
them
that
you
can
file
away
for
future
reference.
Small cap divergences are not to be ignored!
The chart below shows the iShares Russell 2000 ETF (IWM – red / green candles) with the SPDR S&P 500
ETF (SPY – blue line) overlaid on the chart. This is a daily chart that goes back to the beginning of 2018.
Notice on the chart where the pairs of black trend lines appear on the chart. In each case, IWM made a lower
high (aka failing to make a new high) while SPY was making a new higher high. In each case where this
occurred, it spelled bad news for both securities (and the markets) over the next 2 – 5 weeks. The latest
instance of this phenomenon popping up just happened (divergence completed on September 2, 2020). So, if
recent history is a guide here, we would expect trouble to possibly last until the first week of October at the
latest – but a good amount of damage can occur during that time (as we saw in each of the last two times this
divergence occurred).
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Recent leadership in both directions being displayed in cloud-computing stocks
So now that we know we should have seen the negative divergence in IWM versus SPY a couple of weeks
ago, the task becomes to identify what / when a bottom may occur. For that, we could / should keep an eye on
the happenings in the cloud computing arena (represented below by the Wisdom Tree Cloud Computing
Fund (WCLD – blue line). WCLD is overlaid on the daily chart of the Invesco QQQ Trust (QQQ). Notice the
yellow boxes where the WCLD peaked at least one day, but up to five days in advance of QQQ. Then, notice
the green boxes where WCLD bottomed at least two, but up to four days in advance of QQQ. We must note
that this is a limited sample size and a limited time frame. We must also note that the “tops” made only led to
modest pullbacks (thus far). However, the bottoms that were signaled led to nice gains. Have we seen a
bottom yet this time around? It’s tough to tell from this chart alone – so let’s look at one more to see where
things are and could be headed…

The chart on the next page shows WCLD on a 4-hr candle basis. There are two downside targets that we can
come up with depending on which pivots we use for our Fibonacci extension lines for what appears to us to be
an ABC downside correction playing out. The two possible supports come in at $37.21 and $33.05. Now, if
some exogenous news comes into the market (i.e. Congress passing more stimulus, etc.), the markets could
rip higher and managers will pile into things like WCLD. The red lines on the chart represent the possible
ceilings / resistance levels for a dead-cat bounce. If the higher of those two levels at $43.04 is
eclipsed on a 4-hr closing basis, the bears will have to throw in the towel and the downside targets
we put forth above are moot. So, for the purpose of identifying if WCLD has bottomed and is
leading the market higher – the issue is still in doubt. The low on September 4th for WCLD was
$39.25 and the low 4-hr close on September 17th was above that at $39.27 – so Lloyd Christmas
might say, “So you’re saying there’s a chance!” But we must remember the $37.21 and $33.05
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potential downside targets noted above. Just watch this security carefully and know that a 4-hr close above
$43.04 will make Lloyd a very happy man – but that a 4-hr close below $39.25 will signal to all of us that one or
both of the two lower targets will soon be tested.

Overall
Darn it all! We should have seen the most recent weakness coming (actually, we did and noted as much in our
weekly reports). But, now that the decline is in motion, use WCLD as a good tell for if and when a bottom is
being made. Safe trading! 
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(Podcast) Why Your Taxes During Retirement Will be Higher
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge explains why your
taxes won’t be lower during your retirement. It’s a shock to hear that,
but the popular narrative of lower taxes in retirement simply won’t be
true.
Also on the show: Ron shares common retirement planning mistakes
you should avoid making. Listen to the weekly Index Investing Show
at iTunes, Google Podcasts and Spotify.
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching ETFguide TV, we’ve
amassed over 3,000 subscribers and over 400,000 views. Your free
video subscription ensures that you never miss an episode.
Subscribe and watch. 

Q3 2020 ETF Guides
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:





ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.
First Look ETF provides a monthly view of the
newest ETF launches and latest trends.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

1 

Bullish Treasury ETFs Jump: The U.S. trend in lower interest rates full tact
and so is safe-having buying. Treasury ETFs like TLT along with 3x leveraged
ETFs like TMF have been and continue to be a good trade and we’re still long.

TMF, TLT

2 

Technology stocks lead rally. The stock market’s recovery from March lows
has been led by companies like Apple, Alphabet, NVIDIA, Tesla and Zoom.
Other important sectors like financials, energy and real estate are lagging.
Overweight what’s working, underweight or avoid what’s not.
Gold keeps rolling. We’ve talked repeatedly about central bankers with loose
monetary keeping precious metals prices firm and nothing has changed. With
governments and central bankers, no price is too high to defeat Coronavirus.
This is very supportive of gold.
Diminishing volatility: Stock market volatility (VIX) had skyrocketed over
+500% in March, but is up just 63% YTD. While VIX ETFs like VIXY and UVXY
have sharply corrected, another round of higher volatility is ahead. Why?
Because it’s happened in the past and will happen again in the future. Be
ready.
Inverse ETFs struggle. ETFs that deliver opposite exposure to stocks have
been falling since the March bear rally. Many 2x and 3x inverse ETFs that
jumped significantly before are now down. Translation: Another buying
opportunity for bears and contrarian traders.
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies. We’re monitoring all of these tickers.

TQQQ, QQQ

3 

GLD, RING

4 

VIXY, UVXY

5

SH, EDZ, TZA,
SPXS

GBTC, BOTZ,
HACK, SKYY,
ROBO, ROBT,
SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
The latest portrait of our global equity map shows lots of red with a few pockets of black. And as we’ve been
harping on the past 6-months, the Coronavirus outbreak has created a massive imbalance in global stock
prices.
After sharp losses during March, we’re in the midst of a recovery phase. Nonetheless, most country ETFs –
even after the bounce – are sustaining losses. Among the 13 global ETFs we track, 8 have negative year-todate (YTD) performance.
Despite depression-like economic readings in the U.S., U.S. stocks (VTI) are in an upswing. Likewise,
Chinese stocks (GXC), the original epicenter of the Coronavirus, are the best relative performing stock market
around the globe with Japan (EWJ) just behind. Will the resurgence in Chinese and U.S. stocks spread to
other markets? If so, it would give more credence and strength to the concentrated rally in these two countries.
Most emerging markets are negative with a few like Latin America (ILF) and Brazil (EWZ) still stuck in bear
market territory. Stock market volatility has edged lower, which could be a precursor of higher volatility ahead.
Volatility bulls will need some patience, but another big pay day looks likely. 
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